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DEAR TIGI
NATION,

H

APPY NEW YEAR TIGI NATION!
Here we are at the start of yet another
year and 2016 is an incredibly special
one for TIGI as we celebrate 30 Years
of Style and we look forward to you celebrating with
us all year long. Don’t miss our interview with
Anthony himself on what a journey it’s been…
there’s certainly no one that knows better than him.
Throughout 2016 you will also see our commitment
to education remains unchanged and we have some
truly exciting projects to share. First up is our
staggering Bed Head for Men Collection. We know
that this trend isn’t going anywhere any time soon
and want to provide you with the best education
possible to offer your clients the latest and greatest.
This Collection, led in the US by our very own
Thomas Osborn and Joel Torres, offers a look for any
and all your male clientele. Looking for more up
close and personal education? Check out our variety
of men’s courses, including clipper cutting, whether
in salon or at the TIGI Academy in NYC.
Speaking of education, I hope by now you have
experienced TIGI 24/7, our new mobile app,
available through Apple store (Android users…
it will be available to you, too, very soon!). Our
hope is that no matter where you are, or what time it is,
TIGI 24/7 can be a source of inspiration to you,
but also a practical tool. Store your clients
formulas, draw and capture sectioning while
attending your favorite classes, or be reminded of
the step by steps to recreate the looks from our
latest Collection. We’ll even be utilizing the app to
deliver your education in-salon, at events and of
course, in the palm of your hand. Stay tuned for
more great features as we continue to develop our
newest education tool.
I know it seems crazy given the weather most of
us are experiencing right now, but THE BEACH
IS BACK with Bed Head. After such a great response
in 2015, this popular collection is back and we’ve
added one more product you won’t be able to live
without; Beach Freak Detangler Spray. Whether
your clients are getting ready for a vacation, looking
ahead to summer or you’re lucky enough to have
beautiful weather year round, these products will
keep your hair in B*!CHn’ shape!
Be sure to catch out our new feature, TIGI Around
the World. This is a fantastic way to see how we
continue to build the TIGI brand globally and
highlight amazing work of the TIGI International
Creative Team.’
I hope you’re looking
forward to 2016 as much
as I am and once again,
thank you for your
partnership.
Wishing you a New Year
filled with colour, style
and endless good
hair days,
Elisa Fischer
GM, TIGI® Americas

“It’s no longer just
about getting a
quick cut –it’s about
style – and by ‘style’
we mean creating
a look requiring
totally masculine
products.”

A

t TIGI we’re in the business of education and to illustrate just how effective
the Bed Head for Men products are, we’ve created a new cutting collection
as a starting point to build client confidence and importantly, your business.

The TIGI Creative Team knows some salons aren’t as sure, or as comfortable, cutting
and styling men’s hair, having always focused on the more lucrative female market.
But, we believe now is time for change and the opportunity to tap a new clientele.
For this reason we’ve combined imagery, product and education in one complete
box – The 2016 Bed Head for Men Starter Kit which is available in January. We’ve given
you an easy route to capture and win new male clients. The cuts we’ve created are strong
looks that follow trends seen on the international men’s runway shows and on male
celebrities from the worlds of music and film. The products include everything you need
to start building your business and the supporting education pushes you to move your
own work forward.
“We know ‘grown-up guys’ are increasingly interested in their hair. It’s no longer
just about getting a quick cut –it’s about style – and by ‘style’ we mean creating a
look requiring totally masculine products. In fact, there’s a whole bunch of guys

out there who really don’t want to share their girlfriends/wives’ hair products. That’s
why we’ve focused on men’s cuts, men’s styling and how to achieve the look they want
with the right products. So when these guys come to the salon, or when they’re doing
it for themselves between salon visits, their hair looks great.”
— Anthony Mascolo, TIGI Co-founder.
Contact your TIGI Sales Specialist for details on how to order the 2016 Bed Head for Men Starter Kit.

A CUT
T H O M A S

O S B O R N

The most exciting thing for me is
that 26 years in, I have more that
I want to accomplish than ever
before and the expectations are
higher and higher. I’m more excited
than ever and the possibilities
are endless! The future is ours!
TITLE: TIGI US Creative Director and Vice President of Education
WHERE WERE YOU BORN? San Bernardino, California
WHERE DO YOU LIVE NOW? I live in Brooklyn and work in NYC
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WITH TIGI? Since 1988 .. started when I was 5 ;)
WHAT ACTIVITIES/EVENTS HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN WITH TIGI?

All of them ... shows, collections, seminars, colour tours, shoots, fashion weeks, academy, salon
activity, etc.

FAVORITE ACTIVITY YOU’VE PARTICIPATED IN WITH TIGI?
World Release 2015 in Vegas & the Circus we did in London.

FAVORITE PLACE YOU’VE TRAVELED WITH TIGI? Japan
WHAT ARE THREE THINGS WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT YOU?
You don’t really NEED to know anything about me, but if you want to know:
1) I don’t take myself too seriously
2) I’m music obsessed
3) I’m a massive Chelsea FC supporter

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT TIGI® EDUCATION?
Truly world class education with a global perspective.

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE FUTURE OF TIGI® EDUCATION SHOULD BE?
I believe the future of education is how we communicate it and how quickly we can get
information to both hairdressers and clients.

WHAT IS YOUR GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT?
The birth of my son and daughter!

WHAT INSPIRES YOU?

My family and our team. I also take inspiration from everything around me- music, art,
fashion, print, movies, architecture, food, people, city life, etc.

WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE FOR NEW STYLISTS?

It would have to be my favorite Japanese proverb: Never forget your beginner’s spirit. Hold on to
that passion and excitement and never stop learning.

WHAT IS YOUR NEXT GOAL?

How much room have we got here? There is quite a lot of focus on our ambassador program and
strengthening our army, continuing to build on this with the help of our future Regional Directors
and Regional Technical Directors that we will be promoting in the coming months. We’re strengthening
our network of support for the academy and creating opportunities for our entire team to shoot more
next year! We’ve got major events coming up like the Colour Tour, Inspirational Youth 2016, and One Love
in January. We’re going to continue adding to our digital offering with our new app - TIGI 24/7. The
list goes on and on… We’ve got an extremely important year coming up and loads to accomplish.

ABOVE
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TIGI Educators are known for their astounding creativity and ability to create amazing work through the art of hairdressing. This year, TIGI has had
three extraordinary talents recognized by the Contessa Canadian Hairstylist of the Year Awards! We’re thrilled to present their fantastic works of art,
and applaud them for their accomplishment!

ARTINE GHAZARIAN

DOMENICO TOMEI

ALMA HEAD

Artine Ghazarian was born and raised in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada and owns Artine Hair in Edmonton,
Alberta. He comes from a family of hairdressers
and by the age of 15 he knew that was what he
wanted to do. He has now been a licensed hairdresser
for 30 years and is inspired by music, food, and youth.
When asked what drew him toTIGI in the first
place, Artine said “My first hair show in 1986 was
TONI & GUY/TIGI. So that is what started it all.”
Over the years, Artine has had a hand in several
events with TIGI, including tradeshows throughout
Canada, ABS-ABA, and World Release, as well as
the TIGI Photographic Awards.

Domenico Tomei was born and raised in Ottawa,
Canada andis the owner of Fernando Cellini Hair
Salon and House of Barons. He knew he wanted to
become a hairdresser when he was 13 years old, and
started working at his friend’s father’s salon by the
age of 15. Now, Domenico has been in the industry
for 23 years and is inspired by youth, fashion, lifestyle,
culture, music, and travel. When asked what drew
him to TIGI in the first place, Domenico said, “I
was drawn in by Anthony Mascolo and his work
when I opened my salon in 1995, and I started
carrying TIGI products as soon as I could.” Over
the years, he has had a hand in several events with
TIGI, including New York Fashion Week, Dallas
Cowboys Cheerleaders Calendar, Hair Brazil, Cirque
De TIGI, Mexico City shows, World Release, and more.

Alma has had a very successful, dedicated TIGI
Salon for over 9 years now, recently expanding to
multiple locations throughout small-town, Cape
Breton, NS. Every year, she makes the finals of a
major National competition for hair, always using
TIGI products. She has been involved in the TIGI
ambassador program, attended multiple TIGI
World Releases, and both the NYC TIGI Academy
and Dallas Leaning Lab. Her partnership with the
TIGI brand, along with a passion for the industry,
her community, and hard work, can show the potential
of unparalleled success in the beauty industry.

Semi-Finalist for Elite Master Hairstylist

Finalist for Elite Master Hairstylist

Finalist for Master Colourist
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TIGI’S TURNING 30! As we prepare to celebrate this monumental anniversary, we caught up with
icon Anthony Mascolo to get his thoughts on the past 30 years and how TIGI has become an
industry all-star and hairdresser must-have.
new and memorable
products such as
Manipulator, Headrush
and Queen for a Day,
all of which have stood
the test of time. The
products became like
our scissors — part of
our tools.
Q. HOW DID THE
GROWTH OF TIGI
CONTINUE?
ANTHONY:
The real progression
began after 2002. This
was the year when my
Q. WHY WAS TIGI FOUNDED?
ANTHONY: TIGI was initially founded because I couldn’t find the
products I wanted to style and finish my cuts and the avant-garde
looks I was creating. My brothers and I started playing around with
product development for a few years. From my creative work we started
to use the products in our salons. However, we didn’t really develop
anything into a true business in those early days.
Q.WHEN DID THE REAL STORY OF TIGI BEGIN?
ANTHONY: The real story of TIGI began the year after my
brother, Bruno, moved to Dallas in the mid-80s. Bruno opened his
first salon in 1986, and launched TIGI Linea the same year. Bruno
was the real driving force in the creation of the brand. His vision
was to offer a complete service, not only encompassing cut, colour
and education, but also offering a brand enabling us to connect
everything together.
Q. WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE IN THE EARLY DAYS OF TIGI?
ANTHONY: I was the Creative Director which meant I was
travelling from London to Dallas for one week, every month in order
to build a creative team in the US that was as strong and successful
as my London-based team.
Q. WHEN DID THE REAL CHANGE HAPPEN?
ANTHONY: Ten years after our launch in the USA, in 1996, we
created Bed Head by TIGI. The Bed Head Stick was a wax that created
‘second-day’, lived-in hair. The concept of Bed Head was a joint effort
between Bruno, his wife Kyara and myself. It was a spontaneous move
and elevated us ‘somewhere else’. It was a ‘eureka moment’. It was
the right product to launch at the right time for the effortless style
of young people. Bed Head turned the whole world of styling
products on its head and made us famous. It was perfectly aligned
to the kind of hairstyles we were creating and led onwards to many

wife, Pat, and I opened Bed Head Studio in London and formed the
TIGI International Creative Team. The elevation of the product line
went to the next level, with the amazing creative input of Kyara’s team,
Bruno’s huge vision and marketing acumen combined with the
creativity of myself, Pat and our Team. In the space of a very short
couple of years, the business grew enormously and we were everywhere.
In 2003 we launched the TIGI Virtual Wall in the UK giving salons
a stronger way to retail. This inspired a great change in the way salon
owners looked at retailing. It linked back to our educational
programmes and led TIGI to further success.
Q. WHY DID YOU MERGE WITH UNILEVER?
ANTHONY: Our growth was rapid, but we knew to really compete
with the top brands in professional hairdressing we needed increased
investment and expertise. Since joining forces with Unilever we’ve been

able to continue our growth with better technology, but we’ve importantly
maintained our creative integrity. Unilever has allowed us to elevate
our brands quickly with the support of an incredible research and development
team of 600 scientists, and a global marketing team. Yet all we do is
still touched by the hairdresser and the inspiration is still ignited by
myself, and the TIGI International Creative Team. That is very much
our point of difference.
Q. HOW HAS THIS BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CHANGED TIGI?
ANTHONY: Our philosophy has remained. We still work in Bed Head
Studio and all our brands are still strong and crucially, remain individual.
We are very much “By Hairdressers. For Hairdressers.” Our brands
have developed enormously to encompass not only Bed Head, but also
Catwalk, S Factor, and of course, TIGI copyright©olour revolutionizing
our business and our work.
Q. HAS YOUR OWN PHILOSOPHY PLAYED A PART IN
THE GROWTH OF TIGI?
ANTHONY: I have always believed in sharing what I do and what I
create. Education has been a vital part of TIGI since the very beginning.
We’ve created academies in England, the USA, Italy and Taiwan and
have education teams working across
the globe. We also continually work
on seminars and shows. Through
events and hair-shows such as TIGI
World Release, we have been able to
allow the hairdresser to embrace
everything TIGI, bringing education,
energy, excitement and entertainment
to a large, international audience.
Q. HOW HAVE YOU
P E R S O NA LLY AC H I E VE D
WHAT YOU’VE DONE OVER
THE LAST 30 YEARS?
ANTHONY: I’m driven and creative,
but everything I’ve achieved has been
done with a lot of hard work, a lot of
flights across the Atlantic and a great
team of people behind me: my brothers,
my wife Pat and hairdressers who’ve
worked with me for 20 years or more,
including Akos Bodi and Thomas
Osborn. I couldn’t have done it on
my own. I am passionate about
hairdressing and imagery and I believe
in giving opportunity to tomorrow’s
hairdressing talent, as I was supported
by my family.

Bed Head® is heading back to the beach this summer
armed with NEW BEACH FREAK™ DETANGLER.
UV rays, swimming pools, seawater and baking heat can wreck your hair.
We’ve put our products through a hard-core 2 week Beachin’ torture test to ensure
they stood up to the brightest sun, hottest heat, intense humidity, chlorine and
ocean damage!

Seawater
saps moisture
from hair
which means
dry and
brittle locks.

UV Rays

Sea

Radiation
damage can
fade the
colour
of hair.

THE

Heat &
Humidity

TION
S!
VHAAIRCOA
FFENDER

Swimming
Pool
Strips hair of
natural oils
making it brittle
and more prone
to damage. If not
washed out can
damage pigment.

Frizz alert!!
Heat damages
hair by causing
it to lose
moisture and
elasticity.

Excessive
Combing

Combing can
cause damage
to hair resulting
in breakage and
split ends.
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with
LATINOS
SALON & SPA
Salon Owner, Maria Gonzales tells us her
story of salon success, expansion and
their love of all things TIGI!

M

aria Gonzalez started Latino’s Hair Salon with three lawn chairs and a
dream. She saw a void in the market of Hispanic salons, and created a space
where clients could approach with comfort, even if they did not speak
English. As the salon grew, Maria began looking for companies to partner
with. Today, Latino’s offers a wide range of TIGI products in their salon. They love the
opportunity and education that TIGI provides, the shine, coverage and softness of TIGI®
copyright©olour™, and the support that TIGI continues to offer as they grow. Maria has
plans to expand Latino’s into a colour studio, barber space and make up studio.

Q: How long have you been in business?
A: 20 years.
Q: How did you come up with idea for the salon?
A: I came to the Bay Area from Los Angeles and there were no Latino
salons in the area, much less a professional color salon and I
wanted to provide that for my city. I was trained by professionals
so I wanted to bring a professional salon to my area.
Q: Can you describe the salon setting?
A: A tranquil, friendly environment, very welcoming, proactive in
the community, everyone helps each other and hungry for education.
Q: Can you briefly review your early career?
A: I started with 2 stations and 2 lounge chairs. But I always had a
vision of something big. I never learned in an academy but I
always had that hunger to learn and be a part of something.
Q: What’s your favorite hairstyle or color trend happening right now?
A: My favorite trend is the balayage, it is very fresh and modern.
Q: Can you describe some of the services you offer in the salon?
A: We offer everything from hair color, keratin treatments, Japanese
straightening, makeup, wedding parties, facials, hair extensions,
spray tanning, waxing.... We are a full service salon and spa.
Q: What TIGI brands does your salon carry?
A: Hair Reborn, S Factor™, Catwalk®, Bed Head®
Q: What is the salons go-to TIGI product?
A: Our go to product would be Headrush™ shine spray. We love the
smell and the polished look it gives our clients.
Q: How important is education to your salon?
A: VERY important. We believe education is key and that’s what
sets us apart from other salons in our area.
Q: Are you working on any other projects right now?
A: Yes, we are currently working on expanding our current location
and making a “color studio”.

YOUR COLOUR.
NEW TIGI 24/7 INVENT
OWN YOUR INSPIRATION.
MOBILE APP
ACCESS EXCLUSIVE FORMULAS, TECHNIQUES,
INSPIRATIONS AND MORE.

INSPIRE

DRAW

TECHNIQUES

Never before seen in a mobile application,
TIGI’s interactive colour mood boards
feature inspirational images with a
matching set of swatches to help invent
or inspire a colour formula.
Continue clicking through, and the app
will provide TIGI® copyright©olour™
formula breakdowns based on
your journey.

The Drawing Board is a unique, advanced
interactive tool allowing stylists and
students to select specific head-sheets,
creating sectioning and applications
for colour and design cuts. Users can
copyright their looks by adding a specific
formula and special notes and saving
all work in their account, fostering
creative and educational content that
can be shared in and outside of the
classroom, by students and experienced
hairdressers alike.

Use the Techniques feature to experience
both colour and cutting step-by-step
techniques and “how-to” videos
developed by the TIGI International
Creative Team.

“The interactive colour mood boards serve as a great source of inspiration
for colourists. Sometimes we see images featuring colours that we are
attracted to. With this mood board, we can be inspired by an image and
turn it into a TIGI® copyright©olour™ formula.”
-Richy Kandasamy

TIGI® US Technical Creative Director

www.tigiprofessional.com

DOWNLOAD TODAY

Our International Creative Team continues to be influential in hairdressing around
the world. The team participated in the “Fighting Leukemia” Charity Event, which raised
over 300K for the cause, as well as winning big at the 2015 Italian Hairdresser Awards.

TIGI INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE TEAM
WIN BIG AT THE 2015 ITALIAN
HAIRDRESSER AWARDS
The TIGI International Creative Team attended the 2015 You Professional Show and the Italian Hairdresser
Awards at the Palacongressi di Rimini in Italy. They were joined by the top hairdressing teams both locally
and across the globe. The TIGI Team, led by Marco Iafrate and Christel Lundqvist, shared the latest work
from the 2016 Collection as well as TIGI Couture.
At the Italian Hairdresser Awards TIGI was honored with six prestigious awards in the following categories:
BEST ACADEMY: TIGI Academy Milan | BEST AVANT GARDE STYLIST: Marco Iafrate
BEST MEN’S HAIRSTYLE: Robert Briscolini | TIGI TREND AWARD: Frederico Bufanio

WITH THE HELP OF TIGI &
ANTHONY MASCOLO, ALTERNATIVE
HAIR RAISED OVER £200K FOR
FIGHTING LEUKEMIA
The Alternative Hair Show is one of the most popular charity events
in international hairdressing. Each year hairdressers come together to
raise money for Fighting Leukemia. This year, the event took place at the
spectacular Royal Albert Hall in London. The participating global hairdressing teams, including the TIGI International Creative Team financed
their own costs, in order to ensure maximum funds were raised. TIGI
has been the shows charity sponsor for the last 10 years, with Anthony
Mascolo serving as the Global President. This year’s show raised a magnificent £201,000, which will go towards important research, education
and support for families with a child suffering from blood cancer.

TIGI’S SESSION TEAM BACKSTAGE FOR
FASHION WEEK ACROSS THE WORLD.
Catwalk by TIGI is backstage at fashion shows in New York, London, Milan and Paris. In
Europe, the shows were led by Maria Kovacs, European Session Director and Marco Iafrate,
TIGI Creative Director, Italy.

ANTHONY AND PAT
MASCOLO TO LAUNCH
AN ONLINE MAGAZINE
FOCUSING ON THE
ANTHROPOLOGY OF HAIR
“Infringe” is an online platform dedicated to hair culture.
Launching soon, the concept has been developed by
Anthony and Pat Mascolo. While always searching for new
ways to push their creativity, Anthony and Pat thrive on
inspiring not only themselves, but also hairdressers across
the globe. Infringe explores all aspects of hair, from modern
cults to ancient tribes. Looking at hair from an artistic,
intellectual, historic and future perspective. This creates
a viewpoint and reference that is totally unique.

In London, the team styled Markus Lupfer renowned for his
humorously subversive knitwear. The team in Milan were
backstage at Byblos the youthfully-spirited, progressive,
contemporary brand designed by the talented Manuel Fachini.
In Paris, the Team was delighted to work with a TIGI
favorite, Iris Van Herpen, whose exquisite couture collection
was inspired by nature and architecture with Game of Thrones
actress Gwendoline Christie central to the show.

#TIGITAKEOVER
TIGI had a BIG year in 2015! We hit the ground running during One Love, New York Fashion Week and America’s Beauty Show! The man,
the myth and the legend, Anthony Mascolo, came across the pond 6 times for the TIGI® copyright©olour™ Tour. Our own Joel Torres worked
with the homeless in New Orleans, while on break during the BTC Colour Show. Of course, we can’t forget the phenomenal World Release
in Las Vegas, which hosted the launch of our most innovative, groundbreaking new product — Bed Head Joyride! 2015 certainly set
the bar pretty high, but we’re looking to continuing the #TIGITAKEOVER with our TIGI Family in 2016!

BTC New Orleans
At the 2015 BTC Colour, Cut and Style Show,
BTC brought together a group of industry
i c o n s t o s h a r e t h e j o u r n ey t h a t i s t h e
#beawesometosomebody movement.
TIGI’s own Joel Torres had the opportunity
to visit the New Orleans Mission shelter and
give the shelter community a taste of the
#TIGITakeover and a fresh new haircut!
Photo Credit: BehindtheChair.com

1: BehindtheChair.com

Stylist Choice Award: Best Dry Shampoo

Bed Head® Dirty Secret™

2: Beauty Launchpad

Reader’s Choice Award: Best Dry Shampoo

Bed Head® Dirty Secret™

3: TotalBeauty.com

Reader’s Choice Award: Volumizer

Catwalk® Root Boost™

4: TotalBeauty.com

Editor’s Pick: Deep Conditioner

S Factor™ Serious Conditioner

REDEFINE
YOUR STYLE

INSPIRE

5: Beauty Launchpad

Reader’s Choice Award: Finishing Serum

S Factor™ Silky Smooth™ Moisture Serum

YOUR PEERS

ELEVATE
YOUR INDUSTRY
WITH THE

BEST
SALON AND FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
TONIGUYFRANCHISE.COM

6: TotalBeauty.com

Editor’s Pick: Shine Enhancer

S Factor™ True Lasting Colour Hair Oil

7: Naturally Curly

Favorite Deep Conditioner (Type 3 Curlies)

Bed Head® Urban Antidotes™ Resurrection™ Mask

This advertisement and the franchise sales information contained herein do not represent an offer to sell a franchise. The offer of a franchise can only be made
through the delivery of a franchise disclosure document. Certain states require that we register the franchise disclosure document in those states. We are not
directing the communications on this advertisement to the residents of any of those states. We will not offer or sell franchises in those states until we have
registered the franchise (or obtained an applicable exemption from registration) and delivered the franchise disclosure document to the prospective franchisee
that complies with applicable law. NEW YORK NOTICE: This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by a prospectus filed first with
the Department of Law of the State of New York. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law. TONI&GUY Hairdressing Academy
Franchise, LP, 2311 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; TONI&GUY Salon Franchising Company, LLC, 2311 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006.

www.tigiprofessional.com

/TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI /SFactorbyTIGI

8: NYLON

Award: Best Hair Mask

Bed Head® Urban Antidotes™ Re-Energize™ Mask
@TIGIcreativeteam @BedHeadbyTIGI @CatwalkbyTIGI @SFactorbyTIGI

/TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI

